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Abstract

Service network design is a central planning process in many freight for-
warding businesses and an important determinant for the success of a com-
pany. While much work has adressed the design of efficient service networks,
only limited attention has been given to the actual implementation of a new
service network. This paper introduces a new problem, the network transi-
tion problem, which addresses the process of moving assets from operating
an existing service network to a new adjusted service network. The network
transition problem is described in the context of liner container shipping but
finds application in other types of service networks.

We develop a parallel cooperative adaptive large neighborhood search
heuristic employing both well known and problem specific neighborhood op-
erators. The heuristic is analyzed using a series of synthetic test instances
of various sizes and with attributes similar to those of the real-world case
problem that inspired this work. Computational experiments suggest that
the heuristic is robust against different instance characteristics and capable
of solving large problem instances (up to 400 request) within a time reason-
able for the application. A concrete case from a feeder company is used to
evaluate the applicability of the approach in a real-world scenario. Results
show that the heuristic is capable of producing solutions that are competitive
to those produced by the problem owner measured in terms of traditional
performance indicators such as capacity utilization.

Keywords: liner shipping, service network design, recovery, large neigh-
borhood search
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1 Introduction

Designing an efficent and reliable service network that meets customer require-
ments for freight forwarding services at the lowest possible cost is a central plan-
ning problem in many freight forwarding businesses. The design of the service
network is a major determinant for the success of a company (carrier) and its
competitive position in the market for freight forwarding services. At the same
time it represents one of the most complex planning problems faced by carriers
as it integrates multidimensional decisions with network wide correlations. This
also means that it is usually not desirable or efficent to perform many minor re-
designs of the service network as this can lead to side effects in the network that
are difficult to evaluate and may disrupt operations. However, sometimes it is
necessary to adopt a local or regional approach to modifying the service network
due to the complexity of migrating from the existing and active service network
(with an associated schedule) and to the new network design (an new schedule)
proposed by either manual planning or integrated service network design (SND)
models such as the one proposed by Andersen et al. [1].

In certain service networks such as those providing service by means of trucks
or aircraft, operation is typically halted during the night. This allows for the
repositioning of assets (trucks or aircraft) during the non-operational hours, thus
providing the flexibility to essentially effectuate deployment of a new service net-
work design over night. Such repositioning flexibility translates into a larger degree
of freedom in the frequency and scope of service network redesigns. In contrast
to these two modes of transport, liner based service networks such as container
shipping, the subject of this paper, are an example of a transport mode in which
vessels operate around the clock thus allowing no time for repositioning. Add to
this the fact that repositioning a vessel can take days and that freght forwarding
obligations must be met during the periode of repositioning. Furthermore, due to
the nature of the liner container shipping, ships never really become empty at any
point in the network which further complicates the process of repositioning.

This paper addresses the problem of transitioning a fleet of vessels from oper-
ating one liner based service network to being deployed on another service network
while meeting the freight obligations during the period of the transition. We de-
note this problem the network transition problem.

The network transition problem can be considered an extension of the classical
pickup and delivery problem with time windows to include multiple alternative
delivery locations, possibly different start and end depots for each vehicle and the
possiblity of transferring freight to external vessels. The relationship will become
more evident in section 2.

1.1 Related Work

To the best knowledge of the authors, no work has previously been published on
the network transition problem. However, as mentioned previously, the problem
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shares many features with the pickup and delivery problem and certain schedule
recovery problems.

Ball et al. [2] provides a recent survey and overview of schedule recovery in
air traffic problems and presents an aircraft recovery model which, although quite
general and with more complex side constraints than those of the network transi-
tion problem, captures many of the properties of the network transition problem.
Specifically, the model includes end requirements ensuring that the positioning of
aircraft at the end of the recovery period is compatible with the following sched-
ule. An extension of this model which includes additional congestion constraints
is presented by Rosenberger et al. [22] who propose a heuristic to reduce the size
of the mixed integer aircraft recovery model.

With respect to vehicle routing and scheduling, much work has been done,
both with respect to practial applications and more theoretical works. Some of
the classical problems such as the vehicle routing and scheduling problem (Toth
and Vigo [26]) and its variants such at the pickup and delivery problem (PDP)
(see Parragh et al. [16, 17] and Berbeglia et al. [3] for recent surveys) have been
the basis for a large variety of algorithmic ideas and applied works. These problem
classes typically assume some notion of a depot at which assets are available or
alternatively allows repositioning of the assets. In businesses like the maritime
based liner container freight transportation, repositioning assets can take several
days during which time contractual freight must still be carried. This means that
it is generally not feasible to perfom repositioning with empty vessels adding to
the complexity of operation during periods of network transition. A few works
[15, 8] consider variants of the PDP in which transshipment of freight between
vehicle is allowed at pre-determined transshipment points. Only results from very
small instances (six requests) are reported in Cortés et al. [8] who use an branch-
and-cut approach, while Mitrović-Minić and Laporte [15] report solving problems
with up to 100 requests using a two-phased heuristic.

Additional background on maritime planning problems can be found in two
recent surveys by Christiansen et al. [5, 6]. Furthermore, Crainic [10] provides
a general introduction to service network design in freight transportation and
Andersen et al. [1] discuss a concrete service network design problem in a liner
container feeder application. This problem is closely related to the network tran-
sition problem as it supports the process of designing a new service network which
is turn justifies and provides input to the network transition problem.

1.2 Contributions and Outline

The contributions of this paper are two-fold. First, we introduce a new problem,
the network transition problem, addressing one of the key challenges of deploying
new service network designs in existing and active networks. Second, we develop
a general cooperative adaptive large neighborhood search (ALNS) framework and
present a series of neighborhood operators that are applicable for the network
transition problem. We develop a new set of synthetic test instances with which
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the qualities and performance of the ALNS framework are assessed and show the
tractability of the solution approach in connection with instances of realistic size.
Finally, we evaluate the behaviour of the ALNS in a real-world scenario using data
from a feeder shipping company.

The following section will present the network transition problem in further
detail. This section will also briefly discuss the related problem of network re-
covery. Section 3 will provide details on the solution approach which is based on
a parallel cooperative adaptive large neighborhood search heuristic embedded in
a simulated annealing framework. Finally, results from experimental work on a
series of synthetic test instances as well as a real-world case will be reported in
section 4 before concluding remarks are given in section 5.

2 The Network Transition Problem

Three to four times a year, the feeder company will revise its master schedule in
response to changing market conditions primarily determined by demand and new
product requirements. In-between these network revisions, minor adjustments to
the schedule may be performed as a result of changes in the schedules of the
interfacing deep-sea liner operators.

We shall refer to the system consisting of a fleet of vessels V operating a
schedule servicing a set of ports (locations) L as the service network. A network
transition may involve part of or the whole fleet of vessels depending on the scope
of the service network change. During the transition from one service network
to another the liner operator must meet previously engaged freight forwarding
obligations while seeking to minimize the cost of this transition.

The duration of the transition period will be decided by a network planner and
is generally determined by tactical considerations as well as possible contractual
obligations, both in terms of freight forwarding and vessel chartering. We shall
asume that start and end time of the transition period is given. However, it is
possible to adapt the solution approach described in section 3 to allow dynamic
expansion of the transition period.

We partition the service network into two parts based on the transition status
of the vessels servicing each of these two parts. The partial network formed by
the vessels that are not transitioning VF and thus continue to operate the planned
and fixed schedule represent the first part. These vessels will perform port visits
during the transition period which are not changed. The fixed part of the service
network will serve as a capacity resource to which cargo can be transshipped. As
such, these vessels will not be explicitly considered in the model but rather serve
as input to determine feasible transshipment locations as described later in this
section. Vessels in VF may either be vessels from the fleet of the liner operator
or they may be vessels from another operator with whom the liner operator has a
vessel sharing agreement.

The second part of the service network is formed by the transitioning vessels
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VT and consists of two components distinguised by the status of their respective
schedules. The first component is comprised of the currently scheduled port visits
of the transitioning vessels. Each vessel involved in the transition will continue to
operate its original schedule until the final port call immediately after the start
of the transition period. The second component is comprised of the new schedule
for the transitioning vessels. The new schedule for each individual vessel v ∈ VT
is represented by a single port visit prior to the the end of the transition period
Tend and a series of port calls following Tend.

Figure Figure 1 illustrates a possible transition schedule for a set transitioning
vessels {A,B,D} as well as a non-transitioning vessel C. Solid lines indicate the
planned and fixed schedule with port visits indicated by line-end markers. Port
visits for transitioning vessels to the left of Tstart belong to the old schedule while
port visits to the right of Tend belong to the new schedule. Dashed lines represent
a series of possible port visits as they could look for a transition schedule being
operated between Tstart and Tend. Ultimately, the goal of the network transition
problem is to determine this transition schedule.

T

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

L

Tstart Tend

Figure 1: Example of a network transition with calls before Tstart/after Tend be-
longing to the current and new schedule respectively. Solid lines indicate fixed
schedules (port visits). A possible transition schedule is indicated by dashed lines.

For each transitioning vessel v ∈ VT we define a start location lvs and an end
location lve which may be geographically distinct. The start location is given by
the last port visit from the old schedule immediately after Tstart and similarly the
end location is defined as the first port visit from the new schedule immediately
prior to Tend. The start and end locations of a vessel have fixed time windows
and constitute the fixed end-points of a vessel route. In terms of the real-world
problem, fixed start and end locations translate into the requirement that each
vessel v ∈ VT must transition to a specific new schedule. Additionally, with each
vessel v ∈ VT we associate a capacity, a cruising speed, a cost per unit distance
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(nautical mile), and a canal fee payed on certain links. As there is a one-to-one
correspondance between a route and a vessel, we shall also use the VT to denote
routes.

The demand for freight forwarding service that must be met during the tran-
sition period is represented by a set of commodities K. We will not distinguish
explicitly between contractual and spot cargo but rather assume that all demand
must be met during the transition period. Non-serviced commodities will incur
a penalty to allow infeasible solutions during the search procedures described in
section 3. With each commodity k ∈ K we associate a freight amount dk as well
as a pickup location lkP ∈ L and a primary delivery location lkD1 ∈ L. In addition
to the primary delivery location, we define a set of secondary delivery locations
L̂kD for each commodity k ∈ K. These secondary delivery locations are obtained
through a mapping based on the schedules of the vessels vVF as well as the new
schedules for vessels v ∈ VT .

In general, the feasible mappings of secondary delivery locations are deter-
mined by the schedules of the vessels involved in the transition problem, i.e.,
v ∈ V = VF ∪VT , together with products that the company wishes to offer. Here,
a product specifies how an origin-destination demand can be satisfied through the
combination of two or more routes and a set of specified transshipment locations.
When secondary delivery locations imply transshipment to a vessel v ∈ VF we
shall generally asume that sufficient capacity is available on this vessel to meet
transshipping demand. Furthermore, we do not allow transshipment of freight
between vessels v ∈ VT . Only secondary delivery locations for which final delivery
to the primary destination can be achieved within the primary time window will
be considered feasible.

With each commodity k ∈ K, we associate a base profit pk which will be
earned when that commodity is delivered at its primary delivery location. Since
the mapped secondary delivery locations may involve transshipments, the profit
obtained from servicing a commodity will depend on the chosen location of de-
livery. The highest profit is achieved by delivering to the primary location while
secondary delivery locations can incur transshipment costs that may depend on
the location and thus result in a lower profit. Example: We may pickup a com-
modity k on vessel v at location lkP during the transition period for final delivery
at location lkD1. However, rather than having to deliver the commodity within
the transition period, we may decide to leave it on the vessel given that the vessel
visits location lkD1 in its new schedule (after the end of the transition period). This
would effectively result in the mapping of a delivery location corresponding to the
first port visit of vessel v in the new schedule. In this example, no transship-
ment cost is incurred as the commodity remains on vessel v. Secondary delivery
locations that result in a negative profit will not be included in L̂kD.

For the remainder of this paper, the term request will be used to denote a
commodity together with any mapped secondary delivery locations and again use
the symbol K to denote the set of all requests. All locations (pickup and delivery)
associated with requests have associated time windows defining when a request
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can feasibly be handled (picked up or delivered). These time windows can be
used to specify maximum lead time restrictions between pickup and delivery of a
request thereby also implicitly specifying service level on specific origin-destination
combinations.

With the above definitions, the objective of the network transition problem
becomes that of determining the lowest cost sequence of visits that take the vessels
in VT from their old schedule to their new schedule while servicing the available
demand. The cost components of the objective consist of expenses to bunker (fuel),
canal fees, and port fees. Additionally, request profits contribute with negative
costs.

2.1 Network Recovery

It is relevant to note that although this work focuses on the network transition
problem, the solution approach is equally capable of adressing the related problem
of network recovery problem. This problem has the same objective, the maximiza-
tion of revenue during the recovery period, but differs from the network transition
problem in the span of the transition period. Furthermore, the primary objective
of the recovery problem from a network perspective is to return to the schedule as
it was planned prior to the disruption as quickly as possible. Meeting this require-
ment may require a trade-off in the revenue maximization objective. Capturing
this trade-off can be enabled by allowing the algorithm to dynamically expand the
recovery horizon as well as the set of vessels considered for the recovery operation.
This approach is similar to that of Rezanova and Ryan [20] where train driver
schedule recovery is considered and also uses the idea of heuristic problem expan-
sion for the selection of aircraft in a recovery scenario proposed by Rosenberger
et al. [22]. Finally, the recovery problem will typically be smaller than the network
transition problem but on the other hand, the requirements to running time for
the recovery problem will typically be more restrictive.

3 Solution Approach

As the network transition is fundamentally a rich form of the pickup and delivery
problem (PDP), it is reasonable to expect this problem to share the properties
of the PDP in terms of computational complexity. Given the size of realistic
network transition problems and comparing this to the current capabilities of exact
approaches to the PDP, a heuristic is believed to be the most viable approach to
solving real-world problem.

We develop a large neighborhood search (LNS) heuristic to solve the network
transition problem. In contrast to traditional local search heuristics that perform
many small changes, e.g., 2-opt moves, to a solution to search a larger portion of
a defined neighborhood, the LNS heuristic is based on a series of neighborhoods
resulting from larger changes to a solution but where only a small part of this
neighborhood is searched. The LNS was originally proposed by Shaw [24] and
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our implementation follows the same ideas. However, rather than extending the
neighborhood incrementally when the search is stalled as suggested by Shaw [24]
and similar to the principle of variable neighborhood search (VNS) proposed by
Hansen and Mladenović [11, 12] we use a fixed set of large neighborhoods. The
large neighborhoods allow for the search of broader regions of the solution space
thus mitigating some of the difficulties typically associated with tradition local
search. To allow for further diversification of the search, we embed the LNS in a
simmulated annealing framework. At each iteration of the choice of

Algorithm 1 lists the main structure of the ALNS heuristic in pseudo-code.
The listing corresponds to the flow of a single thread. In the implemented ver-
sion of the ALNS, we run multiple threads in parallel and incorporate a common
thread managment and synchronization system. Threads collaborate on multiple
levels with communication. Fist, they exchange information about the gobal best
solution, second, information about the performance of the individual neighbor-
hoods is shared and finally warm start information is used when a thread stalls.
Communication is always driven by the worker threads and thus no information
is pushed or pulled by the thread management and synchronization system. For
additional background on parallel strategies, Crainic and Toulouse [9] provide a
survey and discussion in the context of meta-heuristics.

Algorithm 1 Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search

1: Function ALNS(s)
2: slocalbest = s
3: repeat
4: Select Destroy-Repair pair i
5: s′ = Generate new solution from current solution s
6: if s′ is accepted then
7: s = s′

8: if f(s′) < f(slocalbest) then
9: slocalbest = s′

10: Synchronize(slocalbest)
11: Update weight ωi of Destroy-Repair pair i
12: if Reset criterion met then
13: Reset s to GlobalBest
14: until Stop criterion met
15: return sbest

The heuristic receives an initial solution as input and proceedes to initialize the
local best solution slocalbest. In our implementation, each thread receives a different
initial solution, the construction of which is discussed further in section 3.4. Next,
Lines 4 and 5 encapsulate the core of the heuristic as this is where a new solution
s′ is constructed based on the current active solution s. This is achieved by first
selecting a neighborhood defined as a pair of removal and insertion algorithms.
The removal algorithm removes a subset of the currently serviced requests and
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the insertion algorithm subsequently reinserts these requests. We shal refer to
this process as a neighborhood move using a corresponding neighborhood operator
given by the selected pair of destroy and repair algorithms. At each iteration, we
only generate a single solution from the neighborhood rather than searching the
whole neighborhood. The destroy and repair principle is similar to the ruin and
recreate heuristic proposed by Schrimpf et al. [23] which also suggests to embed
the search in a simulated annealing framework.

Lines 6–11 checks the new solution s′ against an accept criterion, updates the
local best solution if appropriate and synchronizes the found solution with the
synchronization system which makes it accessible for other threads. Although
we may search very large neighborhoods using the destroy-repair operators, we
adopt a simulated annealing (SA) acceptance criterion rather than a strict descent
criterion only accepting improving solutions as SA has shown to improve the search
and solution quality. Finally, weights determining the probabilty of selecting a
particular neighborhood are updated in line 11.

Finally, Line 13 resets the current solution s to the best found solution across
different threads if the search has stalled. We use a simple criterion and define a
thread as stalled if it has not made any improvements to slocalbest for a pre-defined
number of iterations. The search terminates when the end temperature is reached
which, in our implementation, translates into a certain number of iterations with
appropriate selection of the cooling coefficient.

The ALNS framework is inspired by a similar approach proposed by Ropke
and Pisinger [21] and Pisinger and Ropke [18] but differs in two key aspects.
Where the framework of Ropke and Pisinger [21] essentially operates with a single
solution on which destroy-repair operations have been parallelized as well as a
corresponding global temperature, we are running multiple threads of simulated
annealing each with its own temperature and local best solution. We use periodic
solution syncronization during the search and reset to the global best solution when
a thread has stalled to allow the thread to proceed from this solution. Secondly,
the adaptive mechanism is based on destroy-repair neighborhood pairs in our
implementation in contrast to the independent selection of destroy and repair
methods adopted by [21, 18].

Although we use it here to solve the network transition problem, the ALNS
framework is more general and can be used to solve many classes of optimiza-
tion problems. In particular, the framework is well suited for tightly constrained
problems where traditional methods relying on smaller neighborhoods tend to get
trapped in local minima.

The following sections will describe the destroy and repair operators that have
been implemented as well as the mechanisms for selecting these pairs and initial-
izing the algorithm. It is worth noting that most of the described operators are
applicable to other classes of pickup-and-delivery type problems and that some
of the operators are indeed inspired by or adapted from the literature on vehicle
routing and scheduling.
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3.1 Destroy Algorithms

The destroy methods receive a (possibly partial) solution as input and proceeds
to remove assigned requests from the routes according to a predefined procedure.
Removed requests are inserted into a pool U of unserviced requests. Common
for all the destroy methods described in the following is that they only remove
assigned requests and never change the initial and final visits of the individual
routes.

3.1.1 Random Removal

The simplest of the destroy algorithms is random removal which randomly selects
and removes requests from an intermediate solution until a total of q ≤ |K\U|
requests have been removed. Each time a request k is removed from a route it must
be verified that the resulting route remains feasible with respect to time windows.
Enforcing the satisfaction of the triangle inequality and allowing waiting time,
however, is enough to ensure feasibility. In our implementation, q is randomly
selected within a parameterized interval [qMin, qMax] the definition of which can
greatly impact the performance of the algorithm. Section 4.2 will discuss this in
further detail.

3.1.2 Related Removal

Simply removing requests at random, it may happen that the set of removed
requests are not sufficiently related in terms of the imposed constraints (time, load,
and location) and that these thus maintain their original positions at a subsequent
re-insertion. To mitigate this issue we define the related removal algorithm which
removes visits based on a measure of relatedness. Initially proposed by Shaw [24],
this selection strategy tries to identify requests that are somehow related measured
in terms of the constraints imposed on the assignment of requests to vessels. The
idea is that requests that are related are expected to be more easily reassignable
in objective improving positions.

We defined the relatedness R(i, j) of two requests i, j ∈ K based on a weighted
sum of their generalized distance from each other in terms of location, time window
and load. Introducing the weights α, β, and γ for the location, time window and
load terms respectively, the relatedness measure is defined by

R(i, j) = α(d
liP ,l

j
P

+ d
liD,l

j
D

) + β(|TliP − TljP |+ |TliD − TljD |) + γ|di − dj | . (1)

The first term defines the geographical distance where d
liP ,l

j
P

denotes the dis-

tance between pickup locations liP and ljP for i and j respectively and d
liD,l

j
D

simi-

larly for the delivery locations of requests i and j. Time window distance is defined
as the absolute difference between actual service time with TliP

denoting service
start of the pickup of i and TliD

similarly for the delivery. With this definition, the
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time window relates to the acutal position in the route. Finally, the last term of
(1) measures the absolute difference between the volumes of the two requests.

With the above definition, the lower R(i, j) the “closer” and thus more related
the two requests i and j are. Equation (1) is a slightly simplified version of the
definition of relatedness in Ropke and Pisinger [21] (and is inverse to that of Shaw
[24]).

The flow of the related removal algorithm is described in Algorithm 2. Note
that, at each step, the selection of the next related request is randomized with the
degree of randomness controlled by the parameter p ∈ R+. For p = ∞ the next
request selected is the one with the higest degree of relation (lowest R(i, j)) to the
currently selected seed request. As p decreases, the selection becomes increasingly
randomized.

Algorithm 2 Related Removal

Function RelatedRemoval(s, q, p)
rs = Randomly select seed request from assigned requests in the solution s
while —U— ¡ q do
ks = select request at random from U
G = Ks\U
Sort G in order of increasing value of R(·, ks)
y = select number randomly from [0,1)
U = U ∪G[yp|G|]

Remove requests in U from s

3.1.3 Subsequence Removal

The principle behind subsequence removal is to remove a series of requests related
in time. A seed request ks is selected and the serving route vs(ks) is identified.
Based on the seed request, all requests serviced on route vs(ks) between the ser-
vice time service(ks) of ks and tend = service(ks) + δT are removed from the
route and inserted into the set of unserviced requests U . Next, q ≥ 1 routes are
selected from VT \vs at random and requests r ∈ Kv currently assigned to one of
the selected routes v are removed if service(ks) ≤ service(r) ≤ tend. The principle
has been illustrated in Figure 2. The rationale for this method of removing re-
quests from a solution is that it frees sub-sections (both in time and geography) of
two or more routes thus potentially allowing for the swapping of requests among
these subsections. In the network transition problem requests are to be picked up
and delivered at a limited set of geographical locations (ports). In this context,
the subsequence removal allows for the potential swapping of visits to these loca-
tions (port calls) between two or more routes through the re-assignment of several
requests. This neighborhood move may otherwise be difficult to achieve if e.g. re-
quests are removed at random and multiple requests are picked up or delivered at
a certain port location. Algorithm 3 outlines the flow of the subsequence removal
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algorithm.

Algorithm 3 Subsequence Removal

Function SubsequenceRemoval(s q, deltaT )
ks = Randomly select seed request from assigned requests in the solution s
Initialize: U = U ∪ ks
tend = ServiceStartT(rs) + deltaT
Randomly select q − 1 routes from VT and insert into V ′

for all v ∈ V ′ do
k = First request in v with ServiceEndT(k) ≥ ServiceStartT(ks)
while t < Tend do

remove k from route v
k = Sucessor(k)
t = ServiceStartT(k)

ΔT

Figure 2: Subsequence removal selects a seed request (gray) and removes requests
∆T time intervals forward in the associated route and q randomly selected routes.

3.2 Repair Algorithms

Once requests have been removed from an intermediate solution, the resulting
set of unassigned requests U is again reinserted using a series of simple insertion
heuristics. Infeasible solutions are allowed during the search and we generally do
not require that insertion heuristics are guaranteed to insert all requests in U at
each iteration. Although all of the insertion heuristics described below can be used
to construct new solutions from scratch they will primarily be used in connection
with partial solutions to insert requests that are not assigned to a route.

3.2.1 Greedy Insertion

One of the simplest insertion algorithm is the parallel greedy insertion heuristic.
At each iteration we insert the request that increases the objective value the least.
More specifically, let ∆c∗k denote the increase in the objective value by inserting
request k ∈ U ⊆ K it the best route at the best position. We set ∆c∗k = ∞ if
no feasible insertion exist. At each iteration we insert k = arg min

k∈U
(c∗k) until all
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requests have been inserted or c∗k = ∞ for all unassigned requests. We say that
this heuristic is parallel, as opposed to sequential, because at each iteration we
insert a request in the best route v ∈ VT at the best position thus building routes
in parallel.

The main benefit of the greedy insertion heuristic compared to more advanced
insertion heuristics is the low computational complexity. Each insertion changes
one route and we only need to re-calculate the insertion cost of requests for which
the corresponding route of best insertion has been changed. Also, given a complete
distance matrix satisfying the triangle inequality, the algorithm performs at most
|U| iterations since at each iteration we either insert a request or determine that
the remaining requests are infeasible in the current solution.

3.2.2 Randomized Greedy Insertion

A randomized version of the greedy insertion heuristic randomly selects a re-
quest from the set of unassigned requests U , determines the best insertion position
among the available routes and inserts the request into this position if a valid posi-
tion exists. This process continues until U = ∅ or no more requests can validly be
inserted in a route in VT . The main advantage of the randomized greedy insertion
over the deterministic version is that we only need to calculate the insertion costs
for each request once (again assuming the triangle inequality holds). Thus, the
randomized greedy insertion heuristic is very fast. The randomized greedy inser-
tion heuristic is also employed to construct the initial solution for each thread in
PALNS.

3.2.3 Regret Insertion

One problem with the greedy insertion algorithm is its tendency to perform short-
sighted decisions. When inserting a request, the greedy heuristic only evaluates
the best position for all the unassigned requests and inserts the best among those.
However, we will typically face situations where delaying the insertion of a request
because it is not currently the best, will result in an insertion cost which is signif-
icantly higher since alternative insertion positions may be much less attractive.

The regret insertion algorithm tries to mitigate this shortcoming by incorpo-
rating a look-ahead mechanism into the greedy insertion algorithm. The main
idea is to insert the request that has the worst second best insertion cost relative
to the cost of the best insertion of that request. Let ∆c1k denote the change in
the objective value by inserting request k ∈ K at the best position in the best
(cheapest) route and ∆c2k similarly denote the change in the objective by inserting
in the second best route. At each iteration, the regret insertion heuristic then
selects for insertion the request that satifies the following:

k = arg max
k∈U

(
∆c2k −∆c1k

)
. (2)
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The regret principle outlined above was originally proposed by Tillman and Cain
[25] in connection with an algorithm for solving a capacity constrained routing
problem with multiple depots. Martello and Toth [13] later used the same principle
to solve a generalized assignment problem. The regret measure can naturally
be generalized to include the q subsequent route alternatives by summing the
objective differences between the best and i’th best alternatives, i = 2, . . . , q as
proposed by Potvin and Rousseau [19] (using q = |V|). The resulting q-regret
selection criterion then becomes:

k = arg max
k∈U

(
q∑
i=2

(∆cik −∆c1k)

)
(3)

With this definintion, the greedy insertion algorithm can be considered a 1-regret
algorithm.

3.3 Destroy-Repair Pair Selection

Selection of a destroy-repair pair from the set η of neighborhood pairs is based on
a roulette-wheel principle with weights assigned to the individual neighborhood
pairs based on their historical performance. Letting ωi denote the weight of a
destroy-repair neighborhood pair i ∈ η, a neighborhood pair i is selected with a
probability given by

pi =
ωi∑
j∈η ωj

. (4)

The weights of the indidvidual destroy-repair neighborhood pairs i ∈ η are
updated according to a simple weighted moving average. Initially, weights are
assigned the same value ω0

i , i ∈ η. At iteration n the weight of the selected
destroy-repair pair is updated such that ωni = λωn−1i + (1 − λ)σ. We refer to
λ ∈ [0, 1] as the dampening factor which controls the rate at which the weight of a
destroy-repair pair i responds to the current performance. Large values of lambda
(close to 1) will result in a slow rate of change in the weights (high dampening)
with lambda = 1 yielding a fully random selection scheme. σ is a score measuring
the success of a pair represented by three discreet cases; contributing with a new
global best solution (highest score), contributing with a new local best solution,
and finally no change to the best solutions but contributributing with an accepted
diversifying solution (lowest score). Both λ and the three scores are parameterized
in the ALNS framework.

3.4 Initial Solutions

As previously mentioned, initial solutions are generated using the randomized
greedy insertion algorithm. Although the quality of solutions produced from
scratch using this algorithm is relatively low, it does provide a high degree of
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variation when constructing multiple initial solutions. When running the algo-
rithm on multiple threads, this allows us to initially search different regions of the
solutions space similar to the ideas behind multi-start heuristics, see e.g. Mart́ı
[14] and Bräysy et al. [4]. Furthermore, experimental work suggests that the
destroy-repair operations relatively quickly improve the initial solutions and that
the ALNS algorithm is relatively robust with respect to poor starting solutions.

4 Computational Experiments

Computational experiments are executed on a computer with two quad-core Intel
Xeon processors running at 2.66 GHz and with a total of 16 GB of system mem-
ory. The ALNS is implemented in C# .Net 3.5 with optimizations enabled. All
reported times are wall clock time given in seconds.

4.1 Data

Although based on a real-world case, computational experiments are conducted
on synthetic data generated by software specifically written for this purpose. This
provides better options for controlling the properties of the problem instances
as well as for generating a larger set of instances on which the ALNS is tested.
Finally, the data generator allows for the construction of instances that are larger
than those found in current real-world applications thus facilitating the testing of
scalability of the algorithm.

The synthetic data are divided into a series of classes covering problem sizes
from small instances with 50-90 commodities and up to large instances with up to
400 commodities. Within each class, several instances are created by adjusting a
number of parameters defining size and characteristics.

A pre-defined set of ports is generated with locations distributed in an Euclid-
ian plane with a pre-determined size. Port distribution falls in two categories. In
the first category, locations are uniformly distributed within the plane constraints.
The second category seeks to reflect the topology of the real-world case where a
subset of the ports defined as hub ports are distributed in a smaller sub-part in
one of the extremes (corners) of the full problem plane. Remaining ports are dis-
tributed uniformly on the problem plane excluding the sub-part containing the
hub ports. The number of ports including possible hubs range between 10 and 30
in the instances generated.

Two sets of vessels are generated; the fixed schedule vessels VF and the transi-
tioning vessels VT . For each vessel v ∈ VT ∪ VF we generate a capacity, a cruising
speed, a cost per nautical mile, and a canal cost all of which are drawn randomly
from pre-defined intervals. The new schedule of each transitioning vessel is gener-
ated by randomly selecting ports and sequencing these together to form a cyclic
schedule. The timing of the schedule is determined by selecting a time for the first
port in the sequence and calculating the remaining call times based on distances
and cruise speed. The old schedule is represented by a single call to a port selected
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at random with a call time selected from the first part of the transition period. For
the fixed schedule vessels VF the schedules are generated similarly to the vessels
in VT but such that the cyclic schedule extends throughout the transition period.
The length of the transition period is either 7 or 14 days.

Commodities are generated by randomly picking an origin and a destination
port as well as a time of availability which falls withing the transition period
[Tstart, Tend). Furthermore, we define a maximum allowed delay which together
with the availability time defines the time window of the pickup. The overall
freight flow (distribution of origin and destination) is determined by port distri-
bution category. For the clustered hub category, freight flows will be either hub↔
non-hub or non-hub→ non-hub with the distribution determined by a parameter.
For instances with hubs, approximately 90% of the flow will be hub ↔ non-hub.

The volume of each commodity is selected randomly from an interval with a
fixed minimum and a maximum corresponding to a percentage of the capacity of
the smallest vessel v ∈ VT . Revenue is determined randomly and is proportional
to the volume of the commodity. We use a measure of time-volume given as the
total time-volume of the transitioning fleet

∑
v∈VF capv · (Tend − Tstart) to control

the total freight volume level. Each commodity consumes T (lP , lD) · dk · γ time-
volume units where γ is referred to as a the detour factor and represents a measure
of the estimated excess time relative to T (lP , lD) is requried between pickup and
delivery. No more commodities are generated when the total time-volume of the
transitioning fleet is consumed. The detour factor γ controls the freight volume
level relative to the fleet capacity.

4.2 Parameter Tuning

As there are several parameters for the ALNS algorithm as well as the individual
neighborhood methods, parameter tuning is performed on a set of ten problem in-
stances with a limited size. Tuning instances contain between 61 and 135 requests
and 4-8 transitioning vessels. Each instance seeks to reflect a specific primary
property and together the tuning instances represent a diverse set of problems
in an attempt to obtain robust parameter settings. The primary properties fall
in the following categories; randomly distributed requests, clustered random re-
quests, high/low capacity to demand ratio, high/low demand to vessel capacity
ratio, and short/wide time windows. Instance properties are summarized in Ta-
ble 1.

4.2.1 Neighborhood Size

Two parameters destroyMinPct and destroyMaxPct control the size of the in-
dividual destroy-repair neighborhoods through restrictions on the minimum and
maximum percentage of the requests that are removed and re-inserted in each
iteration. The actual number of requests removed is selected uniformly at random
from the interval [destroyMinPct; destroyMaxPct] in each iteration. Setting the
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Random Clustered
Instance |VT | |VF | |K| Instance |VT | |VF | |K|

T01 4 1 85 T06 4 1 61
T01 4 1 85 T07 4 2 61
T01 5 2 85 T08 5 2 88
T01 7 2 112 T09 7 2 135
T01 8 3 78 T10 8 3 75

Table 1: Overview of tuning instances.

upper limit too small can result in the algorithm becoming unable to escape lo-
cal minima. On the other hand, setting the lower limit too high, means that a
large portion of the solution is rebuilt at each iteration and solution quality then
becomes much more dependent on the quality of the insertion heuristics. These
are generally designed to be fast and do not produce high-quality solutions (as
discussed in section 4.3) thus leading to little benefit from a significant amount of
computational work.

Table 2 details the average objective values relative to the lowest value ob-
tained by solving the tuning instances several times. For all but the first case
(destroyMaxPct = 0.1) we set destroyMinPct = 0.1. The figures suggest that
selecting an upper limit of 10% yields the best results although only 40% and
50% can be said to deviate significantly. For the largest instances, removing and
re-inserting a large number of requests becomes inefficient and we additionally
impose an absolute upper limit of 40 requests removed at each iteration.

Max pct 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Index 1.000 1.009 1.006 1.014 1.019

Table 2: Effect of the size of the neighborhood (measured in terms of the percent-
age of removed requests).

4.2.2 Start and End Temperature of the Simulated Annealing

Setting the start (and end) temperatures of the annealing acceptance criterion is
crucial for the quality of the solutions produced. Setting the start temperature too
high may result in erratic behavior of the algorithm with the frequent acceptance
of possibly very poor-quality solutions. A significant amount of computational
work will thus be spent without improving the solution quality. On the other hand,
setting a too low start temperature essentially turns the ALNS into a strict descent
algorithm with the risk of getting trapped in a local minimum. The challenge is
that the appropriate start and end temperatures are dependent on the specific
problem instance. To mitigate this issue, we have introduced a pre-burner which
essentially runs a limited number of descent iterations on the problem collecting
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statistics on the development of the objective function value. Based on predefined
acceptance criteria at the beginning and end of the simulated annealing process we
can then set a start and end temperature appropriate for the order of magnitude
of the objective function value of a specific problem instance.

4.3 Performance of the Insertion Heuristics

The performance of the individual insertion algorithms has been evaluated by
using these to construct initial solutions from scratch. Both the greedy and the
Regret heuristic are deterministic and are thus only run once on each tuning
instance. The randomized greedy insertion heuristic has been run several times
and the numbers reported in Table 3 are averages over these runs. Time indicates
the total time in seconds (s) spent constructing initial solutions for all of the ten
tuning instances. The row Avg. unassigned indicates the average proportion (in
percent) of requests that are not assigned in the initial solution. Finally, Avg. gap
provides the average over the tuning instances for the gap between the objective
value of the initial solution and the best known solution relative to the best known
solution.

None of the insertion heuristics manage to consistently construct initial solu-
tions in which all requests are served. Overall, the regret-2 algorithm performs
best, producing initial solutions serving the largest proportion of requests on av-
erage. This was to be expected as the regret-2 algorithm incorporates more infor-
mation than the other two insertion heuristics. What is surprising to see, however,
is that for certain instances the randomized greedy insertion outperforms regret
insertion in terms of the proportion of requests that are serviced in the initial
solutions. This behaviour may possibly be attributed to correct sequencing of the
insertions.

Random greedy Greedy Regret

Avg. gap (%) 64.5 63.6 58.9
Avg. unassigned (%) 19.1 18.6 16.8
Time (s) 0.308 0.673 0.849

Table 3: Comparison of the performance of insertion heuristics when used to
construct initial solutions. Results based on running each heuristic on each of the
tuning instances. Time is total time used for all instances.

The LNS heuristic is particularly well suited to solve highly constrained prob-
lems where it can often be difficult to move between feasible solutions. The net-
work transition problem is in fact a problem where simply obtaining feasible so-
lutions is difficult. This is evidenced by the statistics provided in Table 3 and
supports the need for allowing infeasible solutions during the search or adopt a
revenue/penalty perspective which allows requests to remain unserviced.
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4.4 Effect of the Cooperative Multi-threading

Intuitively, we expect solution quality (measured in terms of the objective value) to
increase with the number of threads given the same amount execution time since
more computational work is performed and the individual threads coorporate.
Figure 3 illustrates and supports this behaviour by plotting the development of
the objective value as a function of time when using one, two, four, and eight
threads respectively. The curves plotted represent the average over ten runs of a
single instance for each of the thread number settings.
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Figure 3: Development of the objective over time based on one, two, four, and
eight threads respectively. Instance: T07

When using only a few threads, we observe longer periods where the objective
remains unchanged (horizontal parts of the curves). Also worth noting is that
with an increase in the number of threads we also see an increase in the overhead
incurred by thread syncronization. In each of the four cases illustrated in Figure 3,
each thread performs a fixed number of iterations but the total running time
increases from 293 seconds on average for the one-threaded case to 357 seconds
for the eight-treaded case.

Adopting a fixed-work perspective rather than fixed-time as above, the picture
expectedly changes somewhat. Performing a series of experiments with between
one and eight threads where the total number of iterations is fixed, results are
obtained that support the conclusions of Cordeau and Laporte [7] that performing
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1 Thread 2 Threads 4 Threads 8 Threads

Time (s) 100 56 54 38
Speed-up 1 1.79 1.85 2.63

Table 4: Speed-up factor (Time(1)/T ime(nThreads)) with the objective value
obtained using one thread at 100s as target.

more iterations of fewer threads is better than performing fewer iterations on
more threads. This behaviour is explained by the fact that performing only a
few iterations on many threads does not allow any of the threads to search deep
enough into the solution space. Furthermore, as all threads are started with initial
solutions that are expected to be equally far from a local optimum, the cooperative
mechanism is only of limited value in cases where none of the threads reach a local
minimum.

4.5 Scalability

To evaluate the scalability of the algorithm in terms of computational time a
series of experiments are conducted for a set of 43 test instances divided in three
classes; small (50–90 commodities), medium (∼150–200 commodities), and large
(∼250–400 commodities). Note that the literature on the pickup and delivery
problem usually report problem sizes in terms of the number of requests where
our definition of a single commodity corresponds to two requests. Thus, using this
measure, the largest instances correspond to 800 (pickup or delivery) requests.

All instances are solved using the best settings found in the previous analysis.
The number of iterations performed for each instance is fixed within each problem
class and selected such that the algorithm terminates when improvements in the
objective value start to level off.

Tables 5–7 provide an overview of the results of solving the 43 test instances
using the ALNS algorithm. For each instance we summarize the problem size in
terms of the number of requests (nReq) and the number of transitioning vessels
(nVes). Each instance has been solved five times and we report the average wall
clock time in seconds required to solve the instance (Avg time), the average frac-
tion of the total time spent to obtain the best solution within each run (Avg T to
best), and the average solution quality relative to the “best known” solution (Avg
obj qual). “Best known” solutions are obtained by running the ALNS algorithm
for a large number of iterations.

For the largest test instances average solution time is over four hours. However,
this time must be evaluated in the context of the application and the planning
horizon on which the model is employed. Thus, for determining and evaluating
transition schedules, four hours is an acceptable solution time given that the pro-
cess is carried out weeks in advance of actual implementation. With regards to
the time to the best solution for particularly the medium and large instances,
these are all close to the total running time indicating that improvements to the
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Instance nReq nVes Avg time Avg T to best Avg obj qual

S01 50 6 134 0.87 1.02
S02 50 8 113 0.93 1.07
S03 50 8 126 0.82 1.66
S04 50 8 145 0.82 1.16
S05 49 8 128 0.88 1.02
S06 50 8 130 0.93 1.04
S07 50 8 139 0.95 1.02
S08 50 8 141 0.92 1.06
S09 50 8 131 0.95 1.10
S10 70 5 429 0.67 1.19
S11 70 5 1001 0.93 1.02
S12 70 5 639 0.53 1.00
S13 70 4 926 0.22 1.03
S14 90 5 738 0.88 1.09
S15 89 5 511 0.75 1.20
S16 90 6 578 0.93 1.04

Avg 376 0.81 1.11

Table 5: Results for the Small-class test instances.

Instance nReq nVes Avg time Time to best Avg obj qual

M01 200 10 4355 0.89 1.27
M02 195 10 4583 0.98 1.13
M03 187 10 2991 0.91 1.09
M04 200 10 2325 0.95 1.03
M05 149 10 1916 0.97 1.06
M06 200 10 2730 0.98 1.08
M07 200 10 3656 0.96 1.16
M08 200 10 3163 0.98 1.06
M09 200 15 2571 0.96 1.11
M10 200 15 2676 0.97 1.10
M11 200 15 2009 0.97 1.08
M12 200 10 4069 0.97 1.06
M13 200 10 3821 0.96 1.06
M14 200 15 2491 0.97 1.05
M15 200 15 2015 0.98 1.15
M16 200 15 3240 0.94 1.05
M17 200 15 3167 0.96 1.09

Avg 3046 0.96 1.10

Table 6: Results for the Medium-class test instances.
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Instance nReq nVes Avg time Time to best Avg obj qual

L01 361 15 15417 0.96 1.07
L02 383 15 22388 0.88 1.22
L03 271 17 8583 0.97 1.04
L04 339 15 15978 0.96 1.08
L05 400 15 21488 0.89 1.08
L06 371 15 17328 0.96 1.08
L07 371 15 21399 0.94 1.09
L08 282 17 9803 0.95 1.04
L09 316 15 13429 0.98 1.16
L10 397 15 20179 0.97 1.07

Avg 16599 0.95 1.09

Table 7: Results for the Large-class test instances.

objective were still being made when the algorithm was terminated. However,
these improvements were generally quite small, in the order of 10−3 relative to the
objective value, justifying the termination of the algorithm. Figure 4 provides an
example of this behaviour for one of the medium class instances.

Overall, solutions are within 11% of the best known solutions although with
some significant deviations for certain cases, e.g., S03, M01, and L02. In general,
however, the ALNS is robust towards different instance characteristics with small
deviations in objective value between different runs.

4.6 A Real-World Case

Where synthetic data provide a high degree of control over various properties of
the individual instances, such data tend to exhibit more randomness in particular
in the demand flow patterns. One of the effects of this randomness is the relatively
low capacity utilizations that can be achived due to a complex interplay between
locations and time windows of individual requests. This also means that one of
the central key performance indicators for a liner service network, the utilization
of vessel capacity, can not be reliably evaluated for the synthetic instances. In
real-world instances, on the other hand, there is an natural correlation between
the demand flow patterns and the routes operated in the service network.

To evaluate the performance of the ALNS in a setting more close to a real-
world scenario, an instance has been constructed based on actual data from a
feeder shipping company. This case contains 11 vessels and 218 requests and is
constructed by taking the actual schedule of these 11 vessels and then deleting
the planned calls during the transition period. Essentially, this corresponds to
performing a transition from and to the same schedule and allows us to compare
the ALNS proposed schedule with the schedule actually operated.

The instance is solved in approximately two and a half hour resulting in a so-
lution with an average capacity utilization across all vessels of 63% relative to the
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Figure 4: Example of the development of the objective fuction value.

nominal volume capacity of the vessels with individual vessels seing utilizations
between 51%–74%. While these may initially not seem like a very high levels
of utilization of the vessel capacity, such a measure is naturally dependent on
the available freight. Furthermore, a number of operational constraints such as
stowage are not handled in the current algorithm. This means that the nominal
capacity of a vessel only provides an approximate image of the actual capacity
which may be lower, thus leading to higher figures when used as the basis for
utilization calculations. Further analysis shows that capacity utilization per jour-
ney leg is highest on the legs going between hub ports and non-hub ports while
showing lower values on the inter non-hub legs.

Given the difficulties of comparing capacity utilization between the solutions
obtained using the ALNS heuristic and the original schedule a more reliable per-
formance indicator is the total sailing distance required to cover the available
freight. With respect to this measure, the ALNS solution offers a reduction of
6.9% in the total distance sailed compared to the original schedule. Translated
into monetary value this corresponds to potential savings of more than $50,000
over the transition period given late 2009 fuel prices.

Continuing the analysis of the potential for savings, we modify the above
instance by removing one of the poorest performing vessels thereby reducing the
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system capacity. The result is a further decrease in the total distance sailed (15%
compared to the original schedule). Most interesting however, is that all demand
is still met but with one less vessel resulting in potential time charter savings
of around $60,000 in addition to more than $100,000 in fuel savings over the
transition period relative to the original schedule.

Finally, since solutions are obtained in much less time that required for manual
planning, the use of the ALNS adds significant value in a planning situation where
different scenarios are evaluated. This is true even in situations where only minor
improvements to the key performance indicators are achieved.

Looking further into the solutions, it is observed that although demand is
derived from an operated cyclic schedule, the transition schedules produced by the
ALNS algorithm contain little repetition in the schedules of the individual vessels.
Schedules also tend to cover ports from multiple regions which is in contrast to
the schedule operated by the feeder shipping company where vessels only visit
a limited number of ports typically within only a few regions. Although such a
schedule might not be desirable for a master plan, it is not considered a problem
in relation to the current problem context; the transition from one service network
(master plan) to another.

5 Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper we have presented a new problem, the network transition problem,
which attempts to bridge the gap between designing a new service network and
actually implementing this new design. The problem shares features with the
classic pickup and delivery problem with time windows but extends this problem
with several additional features.

A parallel cooperative adaptive large neighborhood search (ALNS) heuristic
has been developed to solve the problem. We proposed a series of neighborhood
operators in the form of removal and insertion algorithms. Some of the opera-
tors were adapted from the vehicle routing literature while others were developed
specifically for the network transition problem. We have conducted an analysis of
the ALNS and found it to be robust relative to different settings for the parame-
ters although it is also clear that selecting a good set of neighborhood algorithms
capable of performing both diversification and intensification in the local search
is important for the quality of the solutions produced.

Computational experiments on a set of randomly generated test instances
showed that the ALNS is capable of solving realistically sized problems in rea-
sonable time. Furthermore, these experiments indicated that the ALNS is robust
against different instance characteristics. In a more realistic scenario defined by
a real-world data set, the ALNS produced schedules of a quality comparable to
those operated by the data owner but using less planning time than required by
manual planning. Additionally, the ALNS produced schedule offered a savings
potential of more than $50,000 over the transition period with the same fleet and
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more than $160,000 when allowing the fleet to be reduced by a single vessel.
One very interesting perspective of this work is the opportunity for the liner

service provider to move towards a dynamic planning process with a rolling time
horizon. Basically, this would correspond to performing frequent network transi-
tions but instead of transitioning to a new service network, the requirement would
be to return to the schedule defined by a master plan. The main motivation for
the implementation of such a revised planning process would be the observation
that even in the current planning process, frequent but minor schedule updates
are performed to adapt to changes in the operating environment such as demand
volumes or resource availability (schedule disruptions). However, these minor up-
dates generally do not take a sufficiently broad perspective on the consequences
for the whole network and may often prove costly to the liner service provider.
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